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Tecma is an original Italian brand that provides well-designed and totally-reliable marine macerator toilets and bidets. Decades of 
experience and centuries of national traditions have lifted the brand to the top of its trade. Some design features are patented and Tecma 
products have won numerous international design awards. Various control panel, seat and size options available.

Electric Macerating Toilets
Nautical Supplies offer innovative marine toilet brands installed on vessels 
worldwide from superyachts to sailboats and small-mid size motorboats.
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over 100,000 tecma macerator toilets onboard worldwide.  

that is why you can rely on:

•	  the Same proven quality of current tecma flexi line toilets  

silence Plus and elegance

•	  the Same footprint 

•	  the Same outer dimensions

•	  the Same strong macerator technology

•	  the Same control panel options

•	  the Same seat and cover options

•	  the Same 2-year warranty

the trusted tecma quality with a new addition!

elegance 2G elegance 2G Cutsilence Plus 2G silence Plus 2G short elegance 2G short elegance 2G Cut short

bidet elegance 2Gbidet silence Plus 2G bidet silence Plus 2G short bidet elegance 2G short

one of the strengths of the current flexi line is the flexibility to maintain the same design in every bathroom. With the new flexi 2G tecma 

moves a step ahead with a new design of both toilet and bidet. the silence Plus 2G is the foundation for the flexi line. the same design is 

available in different sizes to match every bathroom. big, small, short, cut or even combined. the 2nd generation flexi line toilets always fit 

and when space allows, you can now have the perfect pairing of toilet and bidet. 

Flexi line toilets fit every bathroom

NEW! 2016

Current model

silence Plus

460 mm

510 mm
390 mm

next Generation

silence Plus 2G 

510 mm

460 mm

390 mm

Tecma Flexi Line 2G
The 2G Series includes the Elegance 2G and Silence Plus 2G models, in variations to suit almost any onboard bathroom. The Elegance 2G 
is available in a short model for installation on a raised step, as well as a Cut version with an angled back, and a standard model designed 
for maximum comfort in a small space. The Silence Plus 2G is a large bowl ‘home style’ model of the Flexi Line, and is also available as a 
short version. 

Tecma Compact Line
Recommended for yachts ranging 20-50’, and offering the same level 
of style and comfort as designs for larger yachts. Equipped with a 
powerful full sized macerator pump combined with a space saving 
bowl design.

Tecma Nano offers an extremely compact design at only 11.6 inches 
high, and is one of the smallest models on the market without 
compromising comfort. The Compass features a narrow footprint 
and smart back of the Compass toilet gives maximum space and 
maximum flexibility wherever it is installed on board

Tecma Design Line
Recommended for luxurious premium vessels of 100’ or more. The 
Design line offers a broad range of attractive and stylish models that 
complement modern superyacht decor, art and style.
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Raritan Electric Marine Toilets and Manual Marine Toilets
When deciding on a marine toilet there are many factors to consider. Some prefer to not use any electric power and the only choice would 
be a manual marine toilet. Raritan was the first to introduce a manual marine toilet that uses pressurized fresh water.
Raritan’s small foot print Marine Elegance toilet using less water and low power in its class was a first for the Marine Industry. Using 
Vortex-Vac technology to eliminate remote vacuum pumps is also one of the elements that are unique to Raritan toilets. A unique mounting 
arrangement offered in Raritan Marine Elegance is another first in the boating industry. Raritan electric toilets utilize a diaphragm pump 
instead of short life rubber impeller pump for inlet pump is only available on Raritan toilets.

Raritan Atlantes Freedom
The original one piece marine toilet. Raritan was the first to 
develop a one piece china bowl that contained all necessary 
components to flush and fill the bowl. The Atlantes has gone 
through a number of transitions over the years but remains a 
highly reliable toilet that offers your guests the comforts of home.

Raritan SeaEra
The SeaEra “original” is a toilet that has an integral intake pump at the back of the motor. 
This means a single motor is always running both the intake and the discharge at the same 
time. For those wanting freshwater or a remote intake pump see the SeaEra QC.

Raritan Marine Elegance
Designed to fit in tight spaces with a one-piece china bowl 
allowing installation on “the step” in most head areas. The 
efficient macerator is the same that is used in the Atlantes 
and boasts the Vortex-Vac technology. Vortex-Vac macerator 
systems easily pull waste out of the bowl in an extremely 
efficient action with fewer moving parts. 


